In January 2019, the Combined Arms Center-Training's (CAC-T’s) Training Management Directorate (TMD) released the Digital Training Management System (DTMS) Training and Readiness Dashboards in support of the Secretary of the Army’s vision to reduce requirements on echelons at brigade and below. Since then, TMD refined the dashboards’ functionality and accompanying tutorials and published the first three of 11 new tutorials designed to support dashboard users.

MG Maria R. Gervais, the deputy commanding general for CAC-T, introduces the new tutorial series in the opening of the Training and Readiness Dashboard Overview.

When complete, the Army Training Network (ATN) DTMS Knowledge Base will host both audio/video self-paced and slide-based tutorials that walk users through the different elements of the dashboards. In order to get the tutorials to the field as quickly as possible, TMD will release them as they are completed. The first three audio/video tutorials posted to the DTMS Knowledge Base are: The Training and Readiness Dashboards Overview, the Mission Essential Task List (METL) Tool, and the Collective Live-Fire Tool tutorials.

Eight additional tutorials covering individual, crew-served, and platform weapons management are in the production process and will be released shortly. The last two products for development and production are the recording of a Soldier Army Physical Fitness Test (APFT), height/weight, and body fat. These should be available on ATN by mid-April.

TMD will post all related tutorials to the DTMS Knowledge Base Training and Readiness Dashboards page: https://atn.army.mil/DTMSDashboard.


Additional web-hosted DTMS training can be found in the DTMS Knowledge Base, at https://atn.army.mil/unit-training-management-(utm)/dtms-knowledge-base. The TMD Help Desk is also available to provide support to unit leaders on DTMS related questions and issues the from 0500-2100 Central Standard Time (CST) Monday-Friday and from 0800-1700 CST Saturday and Sunday. Contact the TMD help desk at (913) 684-2700, DSN: 552-2700, or toll-free at (877) 241-0347 for assistance; email assistance is also available at: usarmy.leavenworth.cac.mbx.dtmshd@mail.mil.